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THE LEGEND DETECTIVE 
Legends may be legends but they can hold the truth 

 

A time traveler I will be,  

would you care to come with me? 
 

 
 

A view of snow-capped Kilimanjaro 

 

Finding the fabled Mountains to the Moon. 

 

Now it came to pass that I had the opportunity of visiting Kenya, having been invited to go on a 

safari to film the great beasts that roamed the Tsavo National Park and the lands of the Masai 

Mara. In journeying there, it was my luck to stand by the railway bridge, that crossed the Tsavo 

river, knowing this was the very place where almost a hundred years ago to this very week, fear 

had nightly stalked the encampment of the Indian labourers. Indians brought from India to central 

Africa to build the famous Lunatic Express.  Here was the place, the favourite eating place of the 

man-eating lions of Tsavo, who managed to consume twenty-eight Indians, and possibly a further 
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seventy Africans, before being killed (after ten months’ hunting). These two lions, probably 

brothers- and now stuffed and on display in the Chicago museum, managed to stay three or four 

steps ahead of Lt Col Patterson, and the other hunters, all out to kill them. 

            It was while bouncing up and down over the rutted tracks from here that my guide 

pointed westwards and told me there was Mt Kilimanjaro. I looked far out to the horizon, and to 

the mountains surrounding the park, but could see nothing particularly astounding. Only when I 

was told to look high into the clouds did I see what at first looked like an irregular cloud, or a 

weakly, wishy-washy moon. And only by zooming into this apparition with my camcorder was I 

able to see it as the snow topped cone of Kilimanjaro, thought to be an extinct volcano, but now 

showing distinct signs of life. The mountain was way over the horizon, and the area below the 

snow line was so hazy as to render it almost indistinguishable from the sky. This gave to the 

snow top an almost bizarre appearance of having been suspended in space, or as the upper half of 

a crescent moon.  

          Instantly the thought of moon and mountain triggered off that ancient Egyptian legend, 

the fabled Mountains of the Moon, for it was said that from this mountain sprang the first waters 

of the Nile, its very source, as it started its 4000 mile journey from here in darkest Africa, 

flowing north to Egypt and the Mediterranean. Having a small map of Africa, just in case I got 

lost, (a jest), I found if one follows the Nile from the Mediterranean south, one eventually comes 

to Khartoum. Here the Nile splits into two—the slower but longer White Nile, and the faster but 

shorter Blue Nile. The Blue Nile rises in the mountains of Ethiopia and spills out of Lake Tana 

before heading north. 

            So what peculiarity has the moon got that would inspire such a legend? Could it be that 

the moon is brilliant white? Could it relate to the mountains that were white, whose tips were 

covered in snow, and all made doubly brilliant under an equatorial sun?  Something told me 

these legendary mountains weren’t the Ethiopian range of the Blue Nile, for apart from Ras 

Dashan, none is much above 13,000 feet, which, at a latitude of ten degrees north of the equator, 

would put them well below the snow line. So where did this legend come 

from?  

           My research led me to Claudius Ptolemaeus Ptolemy, mathematician and geographer, 

active in Alexandria in c 120 AD. From his name one can construe that Ptolemy was a Roman 

citizen of Egyptian Greek origin, Rome having annexed Egypt to its own empire at the defeat of 

Mark Antony and Cleopatra. Ptolemy had compiled a map of the then known world, which even 

showed towns and cities that still exist in Britain today.  It was on Ptolemy’s map of the world 

that the Mountains of the Moon is first recorded and it is suggested that Ptolemy got his 

information from records left by a Romo - Greek merchant, by the name of Diogenes.  

            Diogenes, in the middle of the first century, c 70 AD records that he went on a trading 

mission from Egypt down the Red Sea to India. Then on his return decides to make a big detour 

by going to the east coast of Africa. It seems he journeyed inland for twenty-five days, and there 

discovered a mountain range, which he called or rather Ptolemy recorded as the Mountains of the 

Moon. From there he came upon two lakes, and it was the rivers entering these lakes from this 

mountain that Diogenes said were the source of the Nile. Whether he followed these rivers into 

the lakes, and the river flowing out, I cannot say, it seemed to be a wild statement to make, being 

some 4,000 miles from Egypt.  

         However, from these mountains or mountain he records all the lakes in the area then 

seemed to have returned to Egypt to report his findings.  The ancient maps I have studied indicate 
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that he had returned to Egypt by following the Nile all the way to the sea, and only in this way 

could he be certain about his statement that he’s found the Nile’s source. 

   

 
 

A 1492 Copy of Ptolemy’s map of the world of 120 AD. 

Bottom right hand corner of Africa is named the Mountains of the Moon. 
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            Now up to then, no one knew the source of this great river.  Pharaoh’s had sent 

expeditions up it. Herodotus had gone up the Nile as far as Aswan in about 450 BC, but got no 

farther. The emperor Nero sent an expedition up the Nile, which couldn’t overcome what proved 

an impenetrable swamp, deep in the interior (which is a good description of the Sudd area, being 

the size of England).  So, for explorers the Sudd was a chocking off point. No one could get 

through it, because nobody knew where or what river was feeding it and so be able to continue 

southwards.            

           I don’t think we need argue with Diogenes, for his map of the Nile is so accurate as to 

recognise it immediately.  Therefore, for want of another name Diogenes has to be this explorer 

who found the Nile’s source and not knowing it was the Nile, plotted its course then in 

amazement, when he reached his civilization found he had arrived at Khartoum and Egypt.   True 

Diogenes says it’s from these Mountains of the Moon that the waters flow into the east side of 

present day Lake Victoria.  The fact that the water coming into the west side could be the source, 

shouldn’t detract from his glory.  In Diogenes call for detail, he even maps in what will become 

Lake Victoria, lake Kyoga and lake Albert. So here in Africa, 2000 years ago we have our man 

but also an error, which I want to correct.  

           The error being that the great Victorian explorer Sir Henry Stanley who obviously had 

heard of this legend and so laid claim that the Ruwenzori mountain range, to be the fabled 

Mountains of the Moon, when it is obvious they are not.  And my reasoning is as follows. 

Diogenes is coming down the Red Sea over to India, probably Mumbai. He leaves India and 

heads for the east coast of Africa in about AD70, and landed on the east coast. I doubt if he was 

sailing in a Greek ship, but rather in an Arab dhow, for it was the Arabs who monopolised the 

sea trade before the arrival of the white man in Africa (in the sixteenth century). Slavery had 

been going on for centuries, and it is possible it was still going on in Diogenes’ time. 

       Interestingly we can narrow it down to the time of year, for one natural phenomenon 

associated with Africa is, its two winds. Almost as a regular dynamo, from October to April, the 

winds blow from the north east—almost a direct run from India to Zanzibar, this is the Kaskazi 

wind.  Then from May to September it is the Kusi wind when it reverses itself, to blow from the 

south west, allowing sailing ships to return from whence they came. We can therefore 

confidently say that our Greek arrived in Africa between October and April. 

         I can’t say exactly where Diogenes landed in Africa, but looking at Ptolemy’s map you 

can see he has inserted two islands in the Indian Ocean just off the east coast of Africa. One 

island is off the Horn of Africa, present day Socotra, while the other is much lower down, and is 

either Zanzibar or Pemba. I would hazard the guess that it was the island 

of Pemba where Diogenes first made land from India, for in the sixteenth century, this was where 

Vasco da Gama, the great Portuguese explorer found the Arab dhows waiting for the wind to 

change and take them home with their cargo of black and white ivory. I therefore put forward that 

it was from Pemba that Diogenes sailed to the mainland of Africa, landing probably at present 

day Tanga. 

          If Diogenes travelled inland as he says for 25 days before coming to his Mountain, then 

he would have been well advised to travel by an easy route—and at that time there was nothing 

better than a river to guide you through flat or reasonably flat countryside.  If we look at a 

detailed map, we will see a town called Tanga, from which the river Sigi flows down from the 

north west, a good starting point. This is heading towards Kilimanjaro but still some way to go, 
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you will see there is a reasonably road the B1 that goes from here directly to Kilimanjaro and I 

see no reason why this, as now, was the easiest route, for if easy now surely it was easy then.   

 

 
            
             For our Greek to have got to Kilimanjaro, he would have travelled from the coast directly 

from, say, Tanga, some 200 miles. Some might suggest it was snow-capped Mt Kenya he saw, 

but that would have meant almost 400 miles, and missing Lake Victoria in the process. Likewise, 

if he had seen the Ruwenzori mountains, then he was over 700 miles from the coast and would 

have seen Victoria before getting there.  So, logic says if he took 25 days to get to his mountain, 

then Kilimanjaro it was. Besides he would have been on foot, assisted by porters, as was the case 

with our later Victorian explorers—and for a very good reason. The region was, until recent 

times, the home of the tsetse fly, a fly that drinks your blood. at the same time injecting you with 

the sleeping sickness bacilli.  A sickness that makes you want to sleep.  A man could defend 
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himself to some extent—but not a herd of pack animals, so mules were out and African porters 

were in.  So, in twenty-five days, how far did Diogenes get?  

            Let me now introduce Joseph Thompson’s expedition, which left Mombasa on 15th 

March 1883, and arrived in Taveta on 31st March. Most of it was straightforward, until they hit 

the Taru desert, which may have slowed them down, or on the other hand spurred them on more 

quickly, mindful of their water running out. So far, they had taken sixteen days. Now there’s an 

interesting thorn bush which I came across in Tsavo. It’s called the ‘Wait-a-while’ bush, for the 

simple reason that once you get entangled in it, you certainly have to wait a while in untangling 

yourself.  In other words, this was not country you could travel through with any great speed.  

          Thompson was a Scottish explorer, and with his dying words, uttered when he was very 

much older, he said: ‘I am not a missionary. I am not an empire builder. I’m not really a scientist. 

I am just a wanderer.’ Yet what a wanderer he was!   A Victorian he may have been, but he’d got 

unusual flair, and a good sense of humour. He carried with him a galvanic battery, which he used 

to impress the natives, giving them a good jolt of its magical electric shocks. He took a camera to 

photograph the naked charms of the native girls, and when the elders commanded him to perform 

some magic, to defend them from the Masai’s cattle stealing raids, he gave them all a drink of 

fizzing Enos. Which was he said, slightly better than nothing.   

          Thompson was held up in Taveta because he had heard that the Masai were on the war-

path. Strange as it might seem, the Masai only accepted gifts such as beads provided they were 

threaded on strings of a certain length, so Thompson was forced to remain in Taveta until he had 

adjusted 60,000 necklaces. On the 18th April he set off and eventually skirted the south west of 

Kilimanjaro, where he came into contact with a large Masai war party. However, he was allowed 

into their country—although his troubles had only just begun, as he was forced to give more and 

more gifts, and soon found that all his goods were gone. Then he heard that the Masai were 

planning one of their dreaded dawn attacks. Quietly, two hours after sunset, Thompson told his 

men to load up, and they quickly headed back to Taveta, which they reached by 12th May. He’d 

got into Masai country, yes—but the question is, how far? He himself said that he left the forest 

and at a height of 6,000 ft was in the Masai highland, with a climate reminiscent of Scotland’s. 

Looking at my modern atlas of Africa, I would judge that he got to the highlands between Lakes 

Natron and Eyasi. So, sixteen days from the coast to Taveta, plus twelve days further inland from 

Taveta to Masai country, gives us twenty-eight— not that much different from the twenty-five 

according to Diogenes. In any event, it would not have been possible for our Greek to have gone 

the 700 miles needed, to get to the Ruwenzori mountain range, all in twenty-five days. 

            As an aside we know Diogenes goes past Kilimanjaro because he gets to the large body of 

water we’ve now named Lake Victoria and to do so he would have been funnelled between Lake 

Natron to the north and Lake Eyasi to the south.  If he explores Lake Natron, then it is from this 

lake I suggest he brought back another legend, that of the phoenix, the firebird which rises from 

the flames.  

           Today we do indeed have a bird that fits this description, which lives and feeds in great 

numbers, some 2.5 million, around one lake only, lake Natron. This soda saturated, steaming 

lake, situated over one of the earth’s volcanic fault lines, gushing up this brew, in which thrives 

on a blue green algae by the name of Spirulina.  It is on this algae, that these 2.5 million lesser 

Flamingos feed upon. Flamingos’ are red and if disturbed rise up in a vast cloud, as though on 

fire and with the surrounding volcanic vents also spewing steam like smoke So I put it to you.  

would this not have looked like the Phoenix rising up.  
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           The trouble with adventures there’s always those interesting bits I call ‘Asides’ and if I 

may indulge, I have another, regarding these Masai people. It seems there is a legend which 

places the Masai tribesmen as the descendants of Mark Antony’s lost legions.  For those who 

don’t know their history, Mark Antony, a Roman, joins forces with Cleopatra of Egypt, in a 

power struggle with Octavius, later the emperor Augustus and in the process, they lost.  So, what 

happened to those loyal to Antony and Cleopatra, who knew they’d be dead by morning if they 

didn’t flee?  Where could they flee too?  Countries surrounding the Mediterranean, where out of 

the question, so where? Not the deserts of Egypt but why not escape south up the Nile, that 4000 

mile waterway, going into regions Caesars legions never knew.   

            Now the Masai are a peculiar race, their features and culture are quite distinct from the 

other indigenous tribes around Kilimanjaro. Their language is a form of Sudanese from the north, 

they are tall, slim and sinewy, and they have fine Greek-looking faces. No one should ever 

assume they were weaklings, for they were extremely aggressive and were the Apaches of Africa. 

They could run all day without taking a break, they greatly respected courage, and their male 

children coming of age, were expected to go out and either kill a lion or not return. 

           Their clothes were also peculiar. Among these is a red mantle (one thinks of a centurion’s 

cloak), which is thrown over the shoulders and resembles a Roman toga.   I’m sure some of 

Antony’s legions bowed down to Octavius but there must have been strong supporters of Antony 

among those legions, who knew Octavius would never allow them to live.  

            If Antony and Cleopatra had given up the ghost in c 30 BC and Diogenes is at 

Kilimanjaro in70 AD, then some 100 years have passed and I’d have thought, if these legions of 

Antony were the future Masai, then they should have got to Kilimanjaro by now but there is no 

mention of any conflict with the native, when Diogenes arrives. In fact, from Diogenes’ 

mappings, it seems he was allowed to peacefully map these lakes and rivers.  But then again 

perhaps Antony’s legions had arrived and recognised Diogenes for what he was, a fellow country 

man.  So, it could just be possible, that these self-imposed exiles of Antony, marched south to 

find new lands, collecting cattle as they went, especially as cattle thieving was a speciality of the 

Masai and eventually, some 1,800 years later, becoming the Masai people.  Personally, although 

a pretty tale, I still liked the logic. Better still, someone will one day, decide to do a DNA test and 

then we can see if this legend holds water.  

          Now for the rebuff which came about when I was discussing my theory with a friend of 

mine, who at the time was surveying his empty pint of beer, in the Crown at Bray, hoping I 

would buy him another.  He informed me that the Mountains of the Moon were recognised by the 

scholarly world, as the perpetual snow-capped crests of the Ruwenzori mountain range, almost 

17,000 ft high, and situated to the west of Lake Victoria. On asking why he thought this, his 

answer was that the River Kagera, which flows into Lake Victoria from the west, is the highest 

river of them all, and as such is the source of the Nile. Besides which he said as in closing the 

case, ‘That it was Henry Stanley another great explorer who had named this range, to be the 

Mountains of the Moon’.  

         I objected, holding back his expected pint, saying just because Stanley names these as 

them, doesn’t prove it. Besides, Diogenes never went far enough west to have seen them and how 

would Diogenes know which river was higher than another. All Diogenes had done was say the 

Nile starts its life somewhere around, where this mountain was, when before this, no one had a 

clue where the Nile started.   Diogenes certainly wouldn’t know which river was higher than any 

other, for at that time, his time 70 AD, they had not discovered a way of finding heights above 
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sea level.  This discovery had to wait until our brave Victorian explores went exploring.  Whilst 

my friend didn’t have to wait, for his pint was promptly served.  

        Now without dispute, it was Henry Stanley, the very same who had gone out into deepest 

darkest Africa, looking for the lost or dead Doctor Livingstone. Stanley had sought his fortune in 

America, as a reporter, and finally had his stroke of luck on being sent by his newspaper to find 

the said Doctor.  So, it was, coming into an African village Stanley is confronted by a white man.  

Walking up to him, he immortalises the occasion by presenting himself with, ‘Doctor 

Livingstone I presume’.   Stanley had obviously heard of the Mountains of the Moon, and like me 

had made the visual connection of a snow-capped mountain to be a look a like moon. Unlike me, 

he wasn’t aware of how Ptolemy had learned about these mountains. What Stanley was doing, 

was coming from the wrong direction for on this occasion Stanley had set out to rescue another 

man, isolated in central Africa—a person by the name of Emin Pasha.  This time Stanley was 

situated on the west coast heading into central Africa from the Atlantic side of Africa. He was 

heading for Lake Victoria (not yet named) and opening up uncharted territories as he went. 

Consequently, when he came to the Ruwenzori mountains, he put two and two together and 

assumed these were the Mountains of the Moon.  Except for one thing, the Ruwenzori are a range 

not a mountain, they are indeed snow capped but you seldom see this, as they are almost 

constantly cloud covered.  Even the natives name them, as ‘The place where the rain is made’.  

        Now I agree that Ptolemy has named them the Mountains of the Moon and as mountains, 

this fits Stanley’s selection but what if Ptolemy got the wording wrong.  Could it have read, The 

Mountain to the Moon?  After all it was some 70 years later before Ptolemy’s map came out.  I 

further say that if you get to Kilimanjaro you’ll observed a phenomenon, that when the sun goes 

down, turning your dusk into night, that you being down below at the foot of this mountain, will 

see what appeared to be another moon appearing.  Two moons and in my telling the tale, it was 

suggested, this had something to do with my large gin in my small tonic.  So, one might have 

thought, except 40 minutes later the second moon disappears.  So, what is happening?  What is 

happening is our earth is rotating at a 1000 miles an hour and this something, was going to 

happen again in 12 hours’ time and again and again, every 12 hours or so, day after day, just after 

sunset and just before sunrise.  

           So, I arose some 90 minutes before first light and shortly later it started to appear, another 

moon, my fabled moon had reappeared.  Slowly it got bigger and as the sun came up for me, 

being some 19000 ft below, so did that moon slowly fade away, leaving behind what looked like 

a cloud.  This had to be Diogenes ‘Mountain to the moon’, for even in the early morning you 

could see it was a Mountain. But what was on its top?  It was snow and ice, snow on a mountain 

that sits directly on the equator.  The sun was catching the top of this mountain before the earths 

rotation brought me into the sun light. I was in the right place, but late by some 2000 years.  

            In contrast here was Diogenes, the original name giver of this mountain, travelling inland 

from the Indian Ocean for twenty-five days, obviously going west. Here we have Stanley, who 

travelled for months going east. Both see their Mountains of the Moon before seeing the lakes. 

The lakes are the common factor, being the same lakes, though approached from two opposing 

directions. As it was Diogenes who named these mountains, therefore they must lie to the east of 

the lakes, and not as Stanley has it, to the west.      

            Nevertheless, it was Stanley’s claim that passed into writ, since on his return to England 

he was granted an honorary degree from Cambridge University, was knighted by Queen Victoria 

(and bought a house at Furze Hill near Pirbright, naming a pond and hillock in his garden as 
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Stanley’s Pool and the Mountains of the Moon). Loath as I am to steel his thunder but Sir Henry 

Stanley was wrong in naming the Ruwenzori range as that shown by Ptolemy and recorded by 

Diogenes, as the Mountains of the Moon. 

         Yet in seeking these or this Mountain, there is one thing everyone has missed. Why was 

it, that Diogenes never retraced his steps when leaving Africa, better still why did he decide to 

head for home at the narrow point, where the river leaves Lake Victoria.  Why out of 360 degrees 

of the earth’s lines of longitude, did he pick this line to head north.  For that dear reader I beg you 

wait awhile. 

          Now for those of my readers, who have that inquisitive gene. Here’s how one finds one’s 

height above sea level, miles from the sea, whilst gadding around darkest Africa. The Victorian 

explorers, such as Grant, Speke, Burton and Stanley had learnt a little trick to determine altitude. 

This was by boiling water. Boys and girls today, know that water at sea level, boils at a hundred 

degrees centigrade. The higher you are, the lower the boiling point. This means that boiling still 

does occur, but the more higher you climb the lower the boiling point, so water boiled on Mt 

Everest at 8,800 meters high boils at 71 degrees. Therefore, for every 300 meters you go higher, 

water boils one degree less. So, here was a ready-made method by which explorers could 

calculate their altitude.  It was by this method that Speke discovered Lake Victoria was high 

enough to flow out and become the Nile.  

           If at this stage, you consider my Kilimanjaro to be the Fabled Mountains of the Moon, 

then what do we know about them?  The Kikuyu natives of that region were aware of it, as being 

a mountain covered in white flour and guarded by evil spirits—spirits who killed anyone 

attempting to ascend it, stiffening their feet and hands, which is a fair description of cold and 

frostbite.   Slavers of the eighteenth century, coming from the interior to Mombasa, brought with 

them rumours of a mountain covered in silver—for how could these people of Africa or Egypt, 

comprehend the meaning of snow or ice without having seen it before? Imagine the brightness of 

a half-moon on a cloudless night. Now imagine a view with the sun setting over the western 

horizon, yet there glistening to the east, in the last rays of the sun, is the lofty, 19,000 ft snow 

capped peak. Would it not look like the moon and to get to the moon, would you have had to 

climb it, hence the mountain to the moon?  

           Rebmann, the first European to see Mt Kilimanjaro (c1846) with its snow-capped peak, 

took great pains to inform the Royal Geographical Society in London that he had done so. And in 

doing so found himself treated as a reincarnation of Baron Munchausen. To make matters worse 

and only lending further weight to his cosy armchair critics, these peaks were situated right on 

the equator!  In 1862 Baron Carl Klaus climbed to 14,000 ft, but failed to reach the snow line. 

This was finally achieved by Charles New in 1871 who managed to hack off some chunks of ice, 

hard as the rock itself, and took these down to his native porters below, who wanted to sell them 

as medicine. When New explained that the ice would eventually melt, they all smiled and said 

they had never heard of rock doing that. No wonder this ancient Greek merchant, when he looked 

up in the sky, and saw this white-tipped mountains, saw it as the mountain to the moon. 

         So, our Greek-Roman merchant has done his tour of central Africa, although I feel all this 

plotting of lakes to be more than what one could expect from one man. It’s now time for him to 

return and this is the interesting bit, for he decides to head north. We know he heads north 

because he’s following a river that goes north, the Nile. Except he doesn’t know it’s the Nile and 

won’t do until he reaches Khartoum.  So where is he heading? He’s simply heading north, no 
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place in particular, just north but why and that’s the great revelation, for that answer we must 

find where he originally set sail from, before going to India. 

         We read Diogenes goes down the Red Sea to India, therefore he must be coming from a 

port on the Red Sea, which logic suggests is the port of Safaga, due east from Qena on the Nile, 

connected by a very ancient road, now numbered route 60.  The logic being a merchant could 

sale from Rome to Egypt, then up the Nile to Qena, carry his goods across country to Safaga and 

from there the trading world was his oyster.  

            So, what has Safaga got to do with Diogenes deciding to return home just as this river 

leaves what we have named Lake Victoria.  A river I might add Diogenes doesn’t know but it’s 

very handy, as it is going his way and following rivers going your way, is the easiest way to go.  

So why pick this river.  He didn’t, he picked this very point, for if you look at your map of Africa 

you will see that at this point, where the Nile (named at this point the Victoria Nile) roars over 

the Rippon falls, Diogenes is exactly 4000 miles south of his starting point, the port of Safaga.  

             Now how did he know this?  Was it just chance, that out of 360 degrees, that make up 

the sphere of the earth, he picked this point, a 360 to I shot.  On those odds I say he didn’t, I say 

he knew how to calculate longitude.  I say he was going home with all the confidence in the 

world.  For him there was no need to retrace his steps back to the east coast, for he was now 

having a jolly time, of explorations and the adventures just waiting to happen.  

            So how did he do it? Once again, knowing is knowing and I remember archaeologists had 

discovered a Viking artefact, which they named the Viking Sun Compass. I could see their logic 

but they had cheated, for the artefact showed a hole in the centre, so scholars had come to the 

conclusion it was for taking a handle, which could be held underneath and the object surveyed 

horizontally. The only problem was, it didn’t work as a Sun compass but thinking on I could see 

it would work as a Star Compass. A North Star compass that entraps a star within that hole.  This 

North Star is fixed in the heavens, it’s a star that always points north, for those in the northern 

hemisphere.   

             Ladies and gentlemen allow me to present our very own North Star.  No, it’s not that 

bright star, that’s Venus.  The North Star is rather dim and positioned between Cassiopeia, a sort 

of W in the sky and directly opposite to the Great Bear (Also known as the Big Dipper and the 

Plough) because it can look like the side view to a plough or the handle and bowl of a dipping 

ladle.   

            Now for all those young lovers, out on a starry night, look up and see if you can find this 

so important star.  In doing so, take note of how these two constellations lie between The Plough 

and the W of Cassiopeia. Once observed, return to what young lovers do best for the next 2 or 3 

hours. Then as you wind your weary way home, look up again and you will see these two 

constellations have moved. The North Star is still where it was but the other two have rotated 

around it.  No, this is no magic, no workings of the Gods, in fact the constellations haven’t 

moved, it’s the earth that has. The earth is rotating a 1000mp hour and the circumference of the 

earth is 24000 miles and that’s why there are 24 hours in a day.  

           Now this is the tricky bit. Although the earth rotates 360 degrees in one day, it has also 

moved one degrees around the sun, that’s why there are 365.25 days in a year.  So, in actual fact 

the constellations that give us the North Star, don’t quite make a full rotation around the North 

Star in a day, but only 359 degrees 

           So, I put it to you, you are about to set off into the unknown.  How do you find your way 

home You take my reconstructed version of the Viking Sun Compass, you hold it vertical and 
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looking through it, pointing it at the North Star. You will see the positions of those two 

constellations and so inscribe their position on the inner disc as shown in black, in relations to 

your north star.   At the same time, you take some form of instrument for recording time and in 

Diogenes time an hour sand glass, even a 4, 6, or 12 hour one would do.  For now, you must 

record the days from when you leave port, the red pointer is now up right, but for each day you 

travel, you turn you star compass one degree and in our case, one notch is 10 degrees and so ten 

days have passed.  Perhaps 200 days have passed and in going to India, you find you will have 

gone through a time zone, where the end of your sand glass day, ends in broad daylight.  But in 

going for 200 days you’ve notched up 20 notches. The red centre pointer has now moved some 

way around your star compass disc and the positions of the constellations on the black inner rim 

have rotated with it.     

             But how do you know when you can head north, for home.  W You know when going 

east, because you’re heading into the rising sun, so you don’t bother to check your sightings.  It’s 

coming back west, into the setting son, you’ll find your hour glass day is ending more and more 

into the night.  Now you can start to check it.  We have noticed the red marker as moved by say 

10 full notches so there will be a non-coloured notch pointing upwards. Holding this upwards we 

now site on our North Star and if the constellations match those on that black disc, then you are 

directly south from whence you started.  Consequently, you can see how important it was to get 

those entered onto this instrument, before you left. 

 

             

 

Part of the Viking Sun Compass       Mr reconstruction of Sun Compass to a Star Compass 

 

            I trust dear readers you can see this concept of finding longitude is completely new, 

especially as scholars seem to agree that man might have worked out latitude due to the height of 

the north Star above the horizon but they thought longitude must wait for the future.  And talking 

of horizon, have we ever considered why Ptolemy’s map as above never goes far below the 
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equator.  Why the Rippon Falls now the Owen Dam, is on the Equator. It’s because going over 

the Equator you can no longer see your North Star. Go south over the equator and you’re lost. 

        Now the Own Dam falls at Jinja, is spot on to the Equator, whilst Kilimanjaro is 4 degrees 

below the Equator, just as is shown on Ptolemy’s map. So how come Diogenes has crossed that 

line of no return, yet returned?  If you look at my constellations on my Star compass, you will see 

that if the North Star is below the horizon, you’ll still get a good idea where it should be, because 

one or the other of those constellations, will still be peeping over the horizon.  But it does show 

Diogenes was pushing his explores luck to the limit. Another couple of degrees and three or four 

cloudy nights and he’d lost.    

          However, before we leave Ptolemy’s map of the world dated 120 AD, I would like you to 

view it again.  Yes, it’s inaccurate but you can see the Persian Gulf, a little nipple being India, 

with a big island lying below as that of Ceylon. See the rivers east and west of India, even Burma 

and Thailand.  Inaccurate it may be but think of the efforts made by those merchants. Merchants 

not soldiers who must have travelled there, bringing the information   back to one central place, 

Alexandria.  Scoff ye might but Man is going to have to wait another 1500 years to get anything 

better. 

Which brings up the question, that there will be some who will scoff at my findings, so I 

need a ‘Some Guns’ who can give me some support.  Firstly, Stanley never saw Kilimanjaro but 

neither did the other great Victorian explore, Sir Richard Burton. No, not to be confused with the 

actor Sir Richard Burton, who married the equally famous Elizabeth Taylor. Although they both 

played the part of Antony and Cleopatra, I doubt the Masai were ever mentioned.  So, it’s Burton 

the explorer I need, for he refutes Stanley’s claim, as he says logic suggest Kilimanjaro to be that 

mountain.  Whilst for a bigger gun, I wrote to my learned friend, Sir Patrick Moore, self taught 

scholar, author of many books on astronomy, and for many years presenter of the television 

programme, The Sky at Night. I asked him what he thought of my Star Compass theory. Almost 

by return I received a postcard that read, ‘Many thanks. Ingenious! Can’t see why it wouldn’t 

work.’  A few days later I received a phone call from him, saying he would like to turn this into a 

TV program.  So, joy it was and joy it was that turned to ashes, for this fine, humours gentleman, 

died.  Now dying is pretty final and that what worries me. I’ve discovered the answer to many of 

history’s mysteries that have puzzled the scholarly world and if I die, then these discoveries were 

difficult to answer then, they’ll probably never be answered again.  

           So, Diogenes is on his way home, I suspect to the port of Safaga, 4000 miles northwards. 

He is going to follow a river because it’s going his way. He passes the Rippon Falls.   Now it was 

on the Speke and Grant expedition of 1861 that Speke first saw Lake Victoria, and considered it 

one vast lake, whose outlet was the start of the Nile. and that the outlet at the Rippon Falls was 

the start of the Nile.     

          Now you’ll be hard to find the Rippon Falls, but once upon a time a plaque was placed at 

these Falls to say that: ‘Speke discovered this source of the Nile on 28 July 1862.’ Yet sad it is, 

for all his efforts, nobody bothered to re-site this plague to man’s courage, hardship and 

endeavour, for the Rippon Falls have now been submerged under a hydro-electric dam, and 

somewhere in the green depths of this river, the place where Speke and Diogenes nearly 1800 

years before passed by, is obliterated forever, for the Rippon Falls are nowadays known as the 

Owen Falls Dam.  

          On his way he goes, first to Lake Kyoga then to lake Albert, forever northward, just as 

this river is doing.  Miles he must go, what peoples he met, whether they be friend or foe, he was 
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sticking to this river. Now he comes to that chocking off point the Sudd, that has prevented every 

explorer coming up the Nile to give up.  But he’s not worried whether or not a river is coming 

out the other side, because he’s simply heading north.  So, we can imagine what a pleasant 

surprise it must have been to find a river coming out of the Sudd exactly north, just as he is.  You 

can almost hear him singing the Greek or Latin version of, ‘Row row, row your boat, gently 

down the stream. Merrily, merrily isn’t life a dream’.  Still more mile still more suspicious tribes 

and then wonder upon wonders, he comes to Khartoum.  He’s not home but he knows this river, 

this river that stretches way south into Africa is the might Nile. Better still he is the only man in 

the world who knows it. 
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 And we are nearly at the end of our tale, except for one very important point. What was a 

rich merchant, doing in central Africa?  He wasn’t looking for Peruvian potatoes, Mexican 

Chocolate. Ceylon tea or Chinese silk, so what was he looking for, what did he hope to buy?   

Now it’s time for me to tease you. There’s no gold or silver around Kilimanjaro so what was the 

attraction? What was plentiful there, then as now? Let me start you off on a different direction. 

Diogenes is a Roman, he’s a merchant and possible been to Rome. The year is 70 AD and 

something great is taking place in the Roman world, in fact in Rome itself.   

            The Emperor Vespasian has started to build the greatest show on earth, the Coliseum. 

With seating for 70,000 people, who will be coming for one reason only, to see blood flow, 

blood, be it of man or of beast and this show will open in 80 AD.  

           Now 79 AD was a bad year, Vespasian had died and his son Titus was now emperor. In 

79 AD Vesuvius erupted, wiping out Pompey and Heracleum. Which the Jews said, was Gods 

vengeance on the Romans for sacking Jerusalem. God’s vengeance or not, it certainly turned 

Pompeii some 1800 years later into a great tourist attraction. Then there was a great fire in Rome 

and to add to mob discontent the plague had returned. So, Titus was out to mollify the public, the 

mob of Rome, with a spectacular show of blood and guts. On the first day, 9000 animals bit the 

dust, not counting the Gladiators who will have to fight to the death.  So, I’m sure our Diogenes 

would have been aware of this great need for wild beast, to feed this and hundreds of other 

arenas.  I trust you can see, even before the Coliseum opened, Rome had already denuded North 

Africa of its wild life. 

           So, the question is, what has the lands around Kilimanjaro got that could be an attraction 

to a business man?  Could it be the same thing that had attracted me, at the beginning of this tale, 

the Masai Mara, the place where millions of animal’s roam?  Was our Diogenes there, weighing 

up the meat market? 

          Logic says he was, for logic says there was a great demand for wild beasts, simply 

because the Coliseum and hundreds of other arenas, both big or small, even the small one near 

Silchester, England, would be slaughtering thousands of animals, for the next 350 years on a 

daily basis, so let’s assume our Diogenes has found his ‘Pot of Gold’, the Masai Mara, just 

teeming with meat on the hoof. Teeming with fearsome beasts designed in turn to rip these others 

apart.  There’d be elephants, crocodile, lions, leopards, hyenas and yes Man himself but strangely 

enough there wouldn’t be wolves. Wolves were never used in the arena, because the she wolf, 

was the animal that had suckled the baby Romulus and Romulus was the founder of Rome. 

            So, it’s possible Diogenes does go back, or if not him, then his supervisor tasked with not 

only sending animals back but carrying out more mappings, which answers why I thought one 

man couldn’t have mapped the Africa Diogenes knew, shown on Ptolemy’s map. So, assuming 

someone goes back, taking up this exporting business, how does he send the animals back?  

Capturing would not have been difficult but how and from where did you ship them? If this did 

happen, then they’re being transported from the Masai Mara and from there we know Diogenes 

knew of two directions.  

            One of which was by land to the east coast, then by ship, up the Red Sea to Safaga then 

across land, west to Qena, then by ship down the Nile, onwards to Rome.  Alternative he could 

have gone to Rome from Lake Victoria following the Nile north to Egypt.  I’m going to give it a 

guess and say this way. Firstly, they’re heading directly north, not eastwards before going north.  

Secondly with this way, they don’t have the problem of finding fresh water or vegetation to feed 

them on.  Whilst for the lions and their food of hot meat, this can be hunted as they go.  So here 
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is a big negative if going by sea.  True the time to get to the Mediterranean will take longer but if 

each batch is sent up a month apart then once there the next consignment will arrive one month 

later and soon, with a never-ending supply. 

            So here is a project for African archaeologists.  Go searching the banks of the Nile as it 

flows north and if my theory is right, you should find traces of Roman occupation along those 

banks, on the basis of after a day’s march a stop off coral would be vital.  Stop off places, there 

must have been and they must have been in use for some 350 years, unless these drovers wanted 

to become dinner, for the ancestors of those two man eating lions shot at the Tsavo bridge.  

          As for me if I could go back and go back 30 years, I’d go again but time is not going to let 

me. Time is forever tick-tocking away, and before you know it, you’re old, so dear readers do 

your adventuring now, or forever hold your peace.  The only consolation with old age, as one 

brave lady told me is, ‘It don’t last long’.  

 

Copy right 

Don Cox 2005 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


